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Abstract. This paper considers self-similarity in data traffic, handover, and frequency reuse to estimate the spectrum require-
ments of mobile networks. An approximate average cell capacity subject to a delay requirement and self-similar traffic is
presented. It is shown that handover traffic can be an additional load. Spectrum requirements are calculated based on carrier
demand instead of spectral efficiency, as at least one carrier is necessary to transmit even 1 bit. The cell-split operation is
considered under frequency reuse of one. Estimation methods are presented using cell traffic in two cases. First, a procedure is
presented that estimates cell traffic from previous networks. Second, cell traffic is assumed to follow probability distributions.
Numerical examples demonstrate the impact of self-similarity, handover, and the proportion of cell-split occurrences on the
spectrum requirements.
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1. Introduction

Self-similarity has been reported as a characteristic of data traffic. Examples include Ethernet, Web,
FTP, telnet, and VBR traffic [9,18,25,30]. Self-similar traffic is bursty [19]. The queue length is very
sensitive to the degree of self-similarity [28]. On the other hand, mobile traffic in GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service) was investigated by [14]. It has been reported that mobile traffic shows self- similarity.
In addition, mobility may affect performance and planning of wireless networks [1–3,13]. As a result,
additional resources are required compared to Poisson traffic in mobile networks. Previous studies
analyzed cell capacity using M/M/c or M/G/1 queues that assume Poisson traffic [10,16,17,21,26]. For
example, the ITU-R model in [17] applied the Erlang C formulato analyze the service channels per group
for the packet communications services. In [21,26], the required system capacity for packet switched
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services was calculated using M/G/1 non-preemptive priority queuing models. Therefore, previous
studies may have underestimated the spectrum requirementswhen applied to self-similar data traffic.

A handover provides a continuous connection while a mobile station moves from one cell to another.
A mobile station may communicate with multiple base stations (BSs) during a handover, for example
during a soft handover. In this case, handover traffic can be an additional load on mobile systems.
The portion of handover traffic to total traffic is approximately 12% considering only soft handovers in
cdma2000 1x networks [24].

In mobile environments, each cell has a different spectrum requirement since traffic is unevenly
distributed in a region. The spectrum requirement requiredto serve a region is not the average but the
maximum demand of cells. This is the basic concept of previous methods. It is theoretically feasible
but lacks the practical aspects of frequency reuse. Recent mobile technologies, including cdma2000 1x,
WCDMA, and mobile WiMAX, support frequency reuse of one. Allcells can operate on the same
frequency channel, which allows splitting a cell into multiple cells to share the coverage and traffic of the
original cell. As a result, we can reduce the spectrum requirements by using a cell-split. Not considering
frequency reuse may result in the overestimation of the spectrum requirements. On the other hand,
even though users at the cell edge may suffer degradation in connection quality due to heavy cochannel
interference in the cell-split, the possibility of a cell-split with a frequency reuse of one is theoretically
clear [7,11,12]. In addition, cell-splits are widespread in CDMA systems, which support a frequency
reuse of one. For example, a mobile operator in Korea operated around 4,000 cdma2000 1x base stations
in 2003, and that number increased to around 6,000 in 2009. The operator’s network covered the whole
country, even as far back 2000, implying that around 2000 cells are split.

Previous research has paid no attention to self-similarity, handover, and frequency reuse, although
these factors affect spectrum requirements significantly.However, a recent study did consider these three
factors [5]. The method used in [5], however was simple and intuitive. It considered self-similarity but
merely used a parameter to reflect self-similarity without analyzing it mathematically. The scheme of
the cell-split was not specific. In addition, the study did not consider when the data of the cell traffic is
insufficient.

This paper presents a robust method that estimates the spectrum requirements of mobile networks
considering self-similarity, handover, and a frequency reuse of one. First, we analyze an approximate
average cell capacity per carrier subject to self-similar traffic considering delay for the QoS requirement,
similar to [20,23]. A queue length with the Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) process is utilized to
obtain the mean delay. The FBM process, a generalization of the Brownian motion process, is frequently
used in the analysis of self-similar traffic [28]. Second, weshow that handover traffic can be an additional
load in some handover technologies. Third, we present a specific procedure for estimating the spectrum
requirements based on a cell-split with a frequency reuse ofone. We consider two cases according to
the degree of cell traffic information. First, we deal with anestimation method assuming the cell traffic
is known or can be estimated from the traffic information of previous networks. Second, we extend
this method to a case when the cell traffic is distributed uniformly, exponentially, and normally. Unlike
previous research, the carrier bandwidth is used instead ofspectral efficiency as mobile networks require
at least one carrier, even when they transmit 1 bit.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the model is described. In Section 3, the
average cell capacity is presented. In Section 4, handover is investigated. In Sections 5 and 6, specific
estimation methods are presented. Section 7 shows numerical examples. Section 8 concludes this study.
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2. Model description

It is assumed that there areK types of packets according to their length. Letxk andpk denote the
length of a typek packet and the probability that a packet is typek, respectively. LetCF denote the
full capacity per carrier, for example the average throughput. Let λk, sk, andρk denote the arrival
rate, transmission time, and utilization of typek packets,k = 1, · · ·,K, respectively. Letdk denote the
average delay of typek packets.

Let CF andCQ denote the capacity physically provided by a system and the capacity that supports the
QoS requirement, respectively. In this paper, the QoS requirement is delay. That is,CQ represents the
maximum traffic that a system can accommodate under the condition in which the average delay is less
than a target delay. Let̂λk be the maximum traffic of the typek packet that fulfills the delay requirement.
Then,λ̂k can be calculated numerically.CQ is derived fromλ̂k andpk. The parameterH represents the
Hurst parameter or the self-similarity parameter.

Let us define the handover ratio as the portion of handover traffic to the total traffic and denote it byh.
It is assumed thath is fixed in all cells. We do not consider the impact of handovermechanisms on QoS
in wireless networks [6,8].

It is assumed that a mobile system supports a frequency reuseof one. Accordingly, it is possible to
divide a cell into multiple cells and share the coverage and traffic. This operation is called ‘cell-split’.
Let M be the carrier requirement that stands for the number of carriers required in a region. LetB and
S denote the carrier bandwidth and the spectrum requirement in a region, respectively. The spectrum
requirement is given byS = BM . Let NU andTU denote the number of subscribers in a region and
traffic per user, termed user traffic, respectively. LetNC be the number of cells in a region. Let us
defineuk as the cell traffic density which represents the traffic portion of thek th cell to the total traffic
in a region, fork = 1, · · ·, NC . Note thatuk are not only values but are also distributed uniformly,
exponentially, and normally. LetG(m) be the cumulative distribution defined as the proportion of cells
in a region that requiresm or less thanm carriers.G(m) is obtained fromuk, NU , TU , CQ andh. The
carrier requirementM is determined as the maximum number of carriers whereG(m) is less than1−α.
That is,M = max {m : G(m) < 1 − α}. It is assumed that the cells requiring more carriers thanM

are split. As a result, the spectrum requirements are reduced by a cell-split.

3. Capacity analysis with self-similarity and delay requirement

A recent study [4] reported that common packet lengths were present in actual traffic flows, although
the packet lengths could vary from 7 to 65,542 bytes. Therefore, the packet length is approximated to
have a discrete distribution. Using the relationship between transmission speed and capacity results in

sk =
xk

CF
, ρk = λksk =

λkxk

CF
.

According to [28], an FBM process is used frequently in the analysis of self-similar traffic. The mean
queue length, denoted byq, with an FBM process and constant service times is given by

q =
ρ1/2(1−H)

(1 − ρ)H/(1−H)
, (1)
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whereρ denotes the utilization. The closer the Hurst parameterH is to 1, the greater the degree of
self-similarity. In the case of the absence of self-similarity, H is 0.5. Applying Little’s Law [15] to
Eq. (1) results in

dk =
ρ
1/2(1−H)
k

λk(1 − ρk)H/(1−H)
, (2)

whereρk represents the utilization with the typek packets.
Let λ̂k be the maximum traffic under the condition in which the average delay in Eq. (2) is less than

the target delay. Here,̂λk can be obtained numerically from Eq. (2). This gives the average capacity per
carrier with a delay requirement as follows:

CQ =

K
∑

k=1

pkλ̂kxk. (3)

4. Handover traffic

Mobile networks support handover to provide mobility to users. Assuming that a mobile station
communicates with multiple BSs when it moves from one cell toanother, the original BS and the
neighbor BSs participating in the handover use radio resources to support the handover. In this case,
the traffic generated during a handover, called handover traffic, is clearly an additional load on a mobile
system.

cdma2000 1x supports hard handovers, soft handovers, and softer handovers. Among these types
of handovers, a mobile station communicates with multiple BSs during soft handovers and multiple
sectors during softer handovers [7]. The operation of handovers in WCDMA is similar to that in
cdma2000 1x [29]. In WiMAX, a mobile station communicates with all BSs in an active set during
Macro Diversity Handover (MDHO) [11]. As a result, handovertraffic should be considered for soft and
softer handovers in CDMA and WCDMA, and MDHO in WiMAX.

The values ofNU andTU can be forecasted by a market research survey. The handover ratio can be
obtained from the operational data in mobile networks. LetTR denote the total traffic load of a network
in a region. User traffic does not contain handover traffic, yielding

TR(1 − h) = NUTU . (4)

5. Estimation of the spectrum requirements with cell traffic

Let Tk denote the traffic loaded on thek th cell, termed the cell traffic.Tk is assumed to be unknown
while uk is known. Using Eq. (4) results in

Tk = ukTR =
ukNUTU

(1 − h)
for k = 1, · · ·, NC . (5)

Let us definefk as the number of carriers required in the kth cell. For convenience,fk has a real
value. DividingTk in Eq. (5) byCQ in Eq. (3) yields

fk =
Tk

CQ
=

ukNUTU

CQ(1 − h)
for k = 1, · · ·, NC . (6)
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Then,G(m) is derived from Eq. (6).
Adding BSs increases interference, which deteriorates thecall quality and the deployment cost of BSs.

These factors are dependent on the mobile environments and business structures. Thus, operators can
determine the acceptable range for the portion of the cell-split in a region.

Finally, it is necessary to obtainTk or uk to calculatefk in Eq. (6). In existing networks,Tk is easily
collected. While deploying and planning a new network, however,Tk must be forecasted. In contrast to
NU andTU in Eq. (4), it is impossible to forecast the traffic of each individual cell by a survey, as this
requires numerous samples to collect the traffic information of each cell. The cell traffic densityuk of a
new network, however, can be estimated from the traffic information of a previous network that covered
the same area. A mobile operator may deploy a new network while it operates different networks. For
example, CDMA or GSM operators may deploy WCDMA. The cell traffic density of the latter may be
similar to that of the former, as the mobility of users does not change rapidly. Consequently, although
they have different amounts of traffic, they may have a similar traffic density.

It is assumed that a previous network hasJ cells in a region. Let us divide the region intoI grids. Let
gi andbj denote the location of gridi and cellj, respectively. LetL(gi, bj) denote the distance from
grid i and cellj. It is assumed that gridi is included in cellk if L(gi, bk) is the smallest among all of the
cells. Wheni = 1, · · ·, I andj = 1, · · ·, J ,

g
(j)
i = 1 if L(gi, bj) is minimized atj. (7)

Otherwise,g(j)
i = 0. In this case,g(j)

i in Eq. (7) indicates that gridi is included in cellj if g
(j)
i = 1.

Let Πj denote the number of grids included in cellj. Using Eq. (7) yields

Πj =
I
∑

i=1

g
(j)
i .

Let Ωj andωi denote the traffic in cellj and the estimated traffic in gridi, respectively. It is assumed
that the grids included in cellj have an equal amount of traffic. This yields

ωi = Ωj/Πj for i andj such thatg(j)
i = 1.

The cells in a new network can be placed differently from their previous positions in the previous
network if they use a different frequency. Letck denote the location of the cellk in the new network.
Similar to Eq. (7), let̂g(k)

i = 1 if L(gi, ck) is minimized atk for i = 1, · · ·, I andk = 1, · · ·, NC . Let Ω̂k

denote the summation of the traffic in cells included in cellk. This yields

Ω̂k =
I
∑

i=1

NC
∑

k=1

ĝ
(k)
i ωi for k = 1, · · ·, NC .

The cell traffic densityuk is then estimated as follows:

µk = Ω̂k

/

NC
∑

k=1

Ω̂k for k = 1, · · ·, NC . (8)
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6. Estimation of the spectrum requirements with cell trafficdistribution

A new operator without previous networks does not have the data of cell traffic. In this case, a method
is presented here that estimates the spectrum requirementsassuming a certain cell traffic distribution.
An exponential and a normal distribution are considered. Inaddition, a case in which the traffic of each
cell is equal is considered.

Let Yk denote an independent and identical random variable for thecell traffic in thek th cell for
k = 1, · · ·, NC . The expected total traffic in a region is

E

(

Nc
∑

k=1

Yk

)

= NcE[Y ],

which is equal toTR in Eq. (4). This yields

E[Y ] =
NUTU

NC(1 − h)
. (9)

Assuming thatY is exponentially distributed with parameterθ, E[Y ] = 1/θ. Let θ̂ denote an estimator
of θ. Applying the method of moments in [27] yields

θ̂ =
1

E[Y ]
=

(1 − h)NC

NUTU
. (10)

Let F define a random variable for the required number of carriers in a cell. This corresponds tofk in
Eq. (6) with real values. It is clear thatF = Y /CQ. This gives

G(m) = P (F < m) = P (Y < mCQ) = 1 − e−θ̂mCQ . (11)

Let Sexp denote the spectrum requirements under the assumption of anexponential cell traffic distri-
bution. Using Eq. (11) gives

Sexp =

[

−
ln(α)NUTU

NCCQ(1 − h)

]

· B, (12)

where the notation[x] denotes the maximum integer that is less than the real valuex.
Next, it is assumed that the traffic in each cell is equal. Hence, Tk = E[Y ]. SubstitutingE[Y ] in

Eq. (9) withTk in Eq. (6) gives

fk =
NUTU

NCCQ(1 − h)
for k = 1, · · ·, NC . (13)

Let Sequal denote the spectrum requirements when the cell traffic is equal. Let us defineM = [fk].
From Eq. (7), it is straightforward thatG(M) = 0 andG(M + 1) = 1. This yields

Sequal =

[

NUTU

NCCQ(1 − h)

]

· B. (14)

Note that the spectrum requirement is equal to Eq. (14) whenα = e−1. This implies that a case with
equal cell traffic is equivalent to splitting thee−1 portion of cells with exponentially distributed cell
traffic.
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Table 1
CQ and carrier requirements compared withH = 0.5

H 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
CQ 8.7 8.5 8.0 7.0 5.3 4.4
Carrier requirements
compared toH = 0.5

1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.7 2.0

Table 2
fk, an example

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
fk 2.1 3.3 4.1 5.2 2.3 4.4 5.5 4.6 5.1 4.8

Table 3
G(m), an example

m 1 2 3 4 5 6
G(m) 0% 0% 20% 30% 70% 100%

Finally, a heuristic method is presented that estimates thespectrum requirements when the cell traffic
is normally distributed. Let̂µ andσ̂2 denote the estimators of the mean and variance, respectively. Using
the method of moments [27],̂µ is equivalent toE[Y ] in Eq. (9). The random variableY is positive as
it represents traffic. However, it can have a negative value because it follows a normal distribution. Let
β = P (Y < 0). β can be interpreted as a statistic pertaining to the validityof Y . Thus,σ̂2 is obtained
under a given value ofβ.

Let Snor andMnor denote the spectrum requirements and the carrier requirement with a normal cell
traffic distribution. Summarizing the above results yields

Snor = MnorB, (15)

whereMnor is obtained by

Mnor = max {m : P (Y < mCQ) < 1 − α} ,

andY is normally distributed witĥµ in Eq. (12) and̂σ2, which satisfiesP (Y < 0) = β.

7. Numerical example

Modifying the frequency of the common packet sizes as in [22]yields a discrete distribution for packet
length, as follows: There are five types of packet lengths, 40, 52, 576, 1420, and 1500 bytes, with
probabilities of 0.42, 0.06, 0.24, 0.06, and 0.22, respectively. It is assumed that the delay requirement is
0.1 andCF = 8.8 Mbps.

Table 1 shows that the case withH = 0.95 requires double the carries of the case withH = 0.5. This
implies that more carriers are needed with higher self-similarity. Next, let us assume that there are 10
cells andfk in Eq. (6) has the following values. Then, we haveG(m) in Eq. (7) as follows. Whenα =
0.1, the carrier requirement becomes 5. In Table 2, three cells requiring six carriers are spilt.

Finally, we show numerical examples with a cell traffic distribution. Suppose thatB = 10 MHz,h =
12%,NC = 30,NU = 50000,TU = 23 Kbps, andβ = 0.1%. An operator can obtain the real values of
the above parameters. The delay requirement depends on the QoS policy. The mobile networks that an
operator deploys determinesCF andB. The handover scheme that an operator implements determines
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Fig. 1. Spectrum requirements overH whenα = 10%.

Fig. 2. Spectrum requirements overH whenα = 20%.

h. A mobile operator’s business plan containsNU , TU , andNC to design mobile networks and analyze
the cost and revenue.

Figure 1 shows that the spectrum requirements over Hurst parameterH. As mentioned in Section 1,
self-similar traffic is bursty. Traffic with higher values ofH requires more capacity than Poisson
traffic. A mobile system requires more capacity to accommodate traffic with higher self-similarity.
Accordingly, the spectrum requirements increase overH in Fig. 1. This trend holds even though the
cell traffic distribution changes. On the other hand, the spectrum requirements withH = 0.9 are twice
what they were withH = 0.5. Spectrum requirements are essential parameters when agovernment
designs and allocates the spectrum, the national resource.Consequently, ignoring self-similarity may
cause estimation errors and result in an ineffective and inefficient spectrum policy.

Next, the spectrum requirements drop asα increases from 10% to 20% in Figs 1 and 2, respectively.
The results are apparent since more cells are split with a higher value ofα. This observation has important
implications in the economic operation of spectrums for mobile operators. Adding carriers to obtain
a spectrum increases the cost. Similarly, adding base stations incurs investment and operational costs.
Then, operators can analyze the optimal spectrum operation, comparing the costs between adding new
carriers and adding new base stations, which implies a cell-split. Figures 3 and 4 show that an additional
spectrum is needed at a higher handover ratio. The results are clear since handover traffic is an additional
load on mobile systems. As a result, self-similarity, handover, and frequency reuse affect the spectrum
requirements considerably.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum requirements overH with exponential cell traffic distribution.

Fig. 4. Spectrum requirements overH with normal cell traffic distribution.

8. Conclusion

This study considered three factors that should be involvedin estimating spectrum requirements: self-
similarity in data traffic, handover, and frequency reuse. An approximate average cell capacity subject
to self-similar traffic was presented. It was shown that handover traffic was an additional load in some
handover scenarios. The cell-split operation under the frequency reuse of one was considered. An
estimation method of the spectrum requirements was presented that utilizes the cell traffic information
of a previous network. In addition, the estimation method handled cell traffic distribution. Numerical
examples demonstrated that the spectrum requirements weresensitive to self-similarity, handover traffic,
and the proportion of cell-split operations. Our study demonstrated that considering these factors is
essential to guaranteeing the accuracy of spectrum demand estimations.
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